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Problem 4- 8a

Resource: Ch. 4 Financial Accounting Complete Problem 4-8A. P4-8A Dana La Fontsee opened Pro Window Washing Inc. on July 1, 2012. During the month of July, the following transactions were completed. July 1 Issued 12,000 common shares for $12,000 in cash. 1 Purchase of a used truck for $8,000, payment of $2,000 in cash and balance in the
account. 3 Cleaning supplies purchased for $900 from the account. 5 Paid $1,800 in cash on a one-year insurance policy starting July 1. 12 Customers charged $3,700 for cleaning services.18 Paid $1,000 in cash on the amount owed on the truck and $500 on the amount owed on cleaning supplies. 20 Paid $2,000 in cash for employee salaries. 21
Collecting $1,600 in cash from customers billed on July 12. 25 Customers charged $2,500 for cleaning services. 31 Paid $290 for truck maintenance during the month. 31 Declared and paid a cash dividend of $600. The accounts table for Pro Window Washing contains the following accounts: Treasury, Accounts Receivable, Supplies, Prepaid Insurance,
Equipment, Accumulated Amortization — Equipment, Accounts payable, Wages and Wages Payable, Common Shares, Undivided Earnings, Dividends, Income Summary, Service Income, Maintenance and Repairs Ex-Pense, Supply Expenses, Amortization Expenses, Insurance Expenses, Wages and Wage Expenses. Instructions a) Journal July
transactions. b) Post on the ledger's accounts. (Use T.) accounts c) Prepare a trial balance by July 31. d) Journal the following adjustments. (1) Services provided but not billed and not collected as of July 31 were $1,700. (2) Equipment amortization for the month was $180. (3) One twelfth of the insurance has expired. (4) An inventory count shows $320 of
on-site cleaning supplies as of July 31. (5) The salaries of accumulated but unpaid employees were $400. e) Show the adjustment of entries on T. f accounts) Prepare an adjusted test balance. (g) Prepare the statement of results and an uneven results statement for July and a balance sheet as of July 31. (h) Journal and view closing entries and complete the
closing process. i) Prepare a test balance after closing on July 31. Submit it to the Microsoft® Excel model ® that will be provided. Financial_Accounting_6e_Ch04 (1). pdf W6_CheckPoint_Template-4 (1).xlsx View the cursor example: 2 (5x-4)-3x 2 (5x-4)-3x To simplify your expression with the Simplify calculator, type in your expression as 2 (5x-4)-3x. The
simplification calculator will then show you the steps to help you learn how to simplify your algebraic expression on Own. Type for exhibitors as x2 for x square. Here's an example: 2x-2x(4x-3) Khan Academy Video: Simplify expressionsNeed more types of problems? Try MathPapa Algebra Calculator Xiaomi has such a variety of devices for all price
segments. One of the most interesting devices on the market in the low-budget division must be Redmi 8A. Great affordable entry device for undemanding users out there. Over there. Like all, the Redmi 8A has a variety of bugs and common issues that we run on various forums. We made sure to list all the most important issues below, as well as the
applicable solutions. Note: All of the problems mentioned in this article are individually reported cases, which does not mean that any of the problems will occur on other devices. If you are looking to buy this phone, do not consider these problems. Table of materials:1. Slow performance and laggyWith its Snapdragon 439 chipset and up to 4GB of RAM, the
Redmi 8A is quite a regular low-budget device. It would be unreasonable to expect something amazing from a device at this price. Especially the 2/32GB variation. However, users have reported slow performance and UI lags, even with minimal load, which should not be the case. Now we all know that Xiaomi's MIUI (Redmi is the subsidiary of Xiaomi FYI)
sometimes works perfectly while other times, due to a lack of proper optimization, it does not hold up to the expected standards. We have a few things you can try to improve the performance of the Redmi 8A. Try these steps: Go to my device's settings and check for updates. Install an update if available. Activate the developer's options (My Device Settings -
all specifications and press the generation number 7 times). Then go to Additional Settings - Developer Options and turn off the MIUI optimization at the bottom. Go back to the developer's options and reduce the animation from 1 to 0.5.Reset the device to factory settings (the procedure is explained at the bottom of this article).2. Redmi 8A
overheatingT'interminable is never good. If the appliance is hot for long periods of time, this can result in fatal property damage and render it unusable. It rarely happens, but it is still a possibility. Users have reported that Redmi 8A is overheating, especially during charging. If this is the case for you, consider following the steps below: Delete the protective
case. Do not use your device while charging. Turn on Airplane mode while charging.3 The battery draining consistent battery life is pretty difficult these days with streaming and gaming and the like. One of the outlets of the Redmi 8A is certainly that the huge 5000 mAh Li-Po battery. Big enough to provide users with amazing 15-hour screen on
Time.However, some owners of the Redmi 8A reported the battery draining quickly on the MIUI ROM stock. This is particularly important after the Major. Follow these instructions to reduce battery draining and increase SoT on your device: turn off Wi-Fi and mobile data overnight. Turn off Face unlocking. Turn off unused apps as soon as you start
automatically. Go to Settings - apps - manage apps and disable individually automatic boot on apps. Use manual brightness settings, it will save you a lot of battery.4. Screen control and black yellow issuesAgain, for that money it would be too much to expect miracles in area, especially the display. However, some things can't be overlooked because there
are reports on the screen behaving badly and having a yellow tint in front. It seems that the screen has a yellowish hue with the original setting in the color scheme options. What you can do is switch to Auto.Follow these steps to switch to the Auto Color Scheme and solve problems with the yellow hue on Redmi 8A:Open Settings.Tap Display.Select Color
Scheme.Choose Automatic instead of the original setting.5. Low volume of speakersLow volume has been a problem in various categories and on different Xiaomi/Redmi-made devices. It seems that's the case here, as well. The speaker is not so loud, the headphone sound is, although without crackle, not as loud as some users would like. Not to mention
the awful sound in the recordings with a bitrate that is just lower. We can only hope that Redmi will address this issue with future fixes, because there is nothing else we can do to remedy it. This is not quite true as there is a way to change the volume on rooted devices. It's a risky business, so we suggest you avoid it unless you're perfectly comfortable with
rooting your device.6 Screen glued to the dialerCerseles users have reported an unusual bug that makes the device unusable until it is restarted. Namely, it seems that the integrated Dialer application tends to plant and freeze the Redmi 8A for some. It's, of course, something no one wants to see. Not even on a base rarely. To solve this problem, we suggest
you go to force stop in the Dialer application. After that, clear the data and cache from the app. If the problem persists, resetting your device to factory settings should help. Don't forget to back up your data7 first. Wrong touch responseGhost touch and screen bleeding are two things that users with IPS screens might encounter. Now it seems that there is a
small screen bleeding on the top and bottom of the screen. It is barely visible, especially with dark wallpaper and on high brightness levels. Nothing too serious. However, the wrong tactile response is more of a problem. Some users on a dedicated forum have had a hard time with the responsiveness of the touch screen. There are only so many things you
can do if this problem occurs and here's what we suggest: Turn the Double tap to wake up or turn off the screen off. Remove the screen protector. Clear the screen with a wet cloth. Reset your device to factory settings.8 Low Wi-Fi and mobile signal powerCess in the category of the most frequently reported problems on the Redmi 8A. If you were wondering
if the Redmi 8A supports the 5GHz wireless band, the answer is no. In addition, some users have trouble with bandwidth speed with the 2.4GHz band band as well. In addition, network coverage is not that great for some users. Not only does this poor network/signal coverage affect voice calls and mobile data speeds, but it also, due to repetitive repetitive
searching exhausts the battery much faster than usual. Follow these instructions to fix connectivity issues on REDmi 8A:Reset APN settings at defaults. Remove your SIM card and re-insert it again. Restart your phone and router. Reset network settings.9. Redmi 8A camera quality problemsThe main camera isn't all that great to start with (of course we have
to consider the price point here), but it can be better. The problem, as on most Xiaomi phones, lies in the subpar image processing software. You can mitigate this and make the camera better than expected with a GCAM port. Camera ports brought in from Google Pixel devices have much better processing capabilities and will do your best with the hardware
you have. There aren't many ports for this device at the moment (and that's not all that's likely that there will be many of them). That is not to say that there are none. Here's how to get a GCAM port for the Redmi 8A:In a browser on your handset, browse to the Gcam Hub, here, and download one of the versions (one is for MIUI 11 on Android 10 and the
other is for Android Pie based MIUI 10/11). Allow apps to be installed from third-party sources when you're invited. Install Gcam and that's it. You can change some options in Settings to your liking. Enjoy.10. Unable to set a wallpaper lock screenThis, so to speak problem, is frequently reported for many MIUI-based devices out there. Users are simply unable
to change the wallpaper on the lock screen. And the solution is pretty simple. All you need to do is download the wallpaper to your local storage. Once there, go to Settings - Wallpaper in the main menu. Select local photos, choose a photo from an album and tap OK. Then tap Apply and choose Lock Screen. As simple as that.11. Phone goes off on its
ownThis problem is serious and, unless you have me involved with custom ROMs, we strongly recommend you take your device for repair or request a replacement. In most reported cases, we are looking for a factory defect and therefore there is nothing you can do to resolve it on your own. Contact your retailer or carrier and return the device for repairs or,
preferably, request a new handset.12 IR Blaster doesn't workThe Redmi 8A, like many other Xiaomi/Redmi devices, comes with a built-in IR Blaster that lets you remotely control stereo devices, and even some devices. That could be helpful. However, it seems that users are unable to use this clever hardware feature on their devices. First, make sure your
device is supported in the Mi Remote controller app. If it is supported, delete it and try pairing it again. You can also reinstall the app and give another go.13 to pairing with mi remote. Common troubleshooting steps for Redmi 8ABoot device in Safe ModeSong the device off. Press and hold the Power button, and then, once the Xiaomi logo appears, release
and press and hold the Volume Down button. To get out of Safe Mode, restart your device again. Wipe the partition of your device's Power cache. Press and hold the Power-Volume button until the MI Welcome screen appears. Drop the Power button and hold the Volume Up button. Once you enter Recovery mode, use the Volume buttons to get the Cache
partition option. Press the Power button to confirm the selection. Reset the device in Factory SettingsBackup all important data from Google Drive, your PC or external storage. Open Settings.Choose my device. Open backup and reset. Choose Clear all data (factory reset). Tap Clear all data and confirm selection when you're invited. Side note: If you find
MIUI too inflated (too many useless system applications), learn to unlock it and make it both faster and cleaner while dramatically improving battery life. Find our article on the subject with detailed instructions, here. Having said that, we can conclude this article. Thanks for reading and be sure to add additional questions that we may have overlooked as we
might be able to help you. The comments section is below. Below.
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